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KICKOFFBET.COM You've heard of spam, but do you really know what it is?  Even more

important is knowing how to avoid the perception that your email marketing campaign is

spam. If you'd like to learn how to create emails which market your products without being

thrown into a junk folder, read on. 

 

Minimize traditional email marketing activities during the holidays. Customers are

preoccupied with family and friends, and are less likely to be paying attention to business

email. Your odds of ending up in the spam box are considerably higher, which could have

longer term implications for your bottom line. The major exception to this would be a

business directly related to the holiday activities. Otherwise, give yourself a break and enjoy

some downtime yourself. Business will be back on track in a day or two. 

 

KICKOFFBET.COM If you want your email marketing messages to be successful, make sure

you have permission to send them. If you do not have permission from your recipients, the

potential consequences can range from being added to spam filters all the way up to getting

blacklisted by Internet service providers themselves. 

 

Even though it should be obvious,  it is important enough to state over and over: Never send

unsolicited emails. You should have explicit permission from everyone you send marketing

emails to. This is about more than trying not to upset them; a recipient who considers your

email spam can cause trouble for you with your service provider. 

 

When emailing clients, try following up with a free warranty on your products or services. You

could insert an order on the email that tells them to get this warranty immediately. The ending

P.S. could tell them to act now and not to miss this incredible opportunity to try out something

they may love. 

 

Be prepared to respond to emails if your email marketing is done properly. If you take too

long to respond, you may miss a bunch of opportunities. If you provide good content that is

free, be prepared to get responses to it from your recipients. You must be prepared and

available as much as you can. 

 

Email marketing marches on, and the good old newsletter has become largely obsolete.

Instead of sending around a general circular for all of your subscribers, expend the effort to

tailor emails to the interests of their particular recipients. There are many robust programs

and services that can help you do this automatically. 

 

It is critical to get someone's permission before putting someone on your list for email

marketing. If you do not, people will view your messages as spam and simply delete them. If

your host gets too many spam complaints, they are liable to cancel your account. 
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When someone subscribes to your email marketing list, confirm that this is what they really

intended to do. Implementing this double opt-in strategy will make it much less likely that your

email provider will receive spam complaints about you. Also, you will be assured that the

people receiving your emails are actually interested in what you are sending them. 

 

You may find that it is a good idea to devote a small portion of every marketing email you

send out to briefly reviewing what your subscribers can expect from you. By demonstrating

that you have a plan for your emails and you are sticking to it, you can encourage your

readers' trust and make them less likely to grow tired of your messages. 

 

You might need to try following up to your customers with an alert on a price increase. The

email could include a link that says to act now in order to avoid this increase. The ending of

the message could convince them to click on the link in order to understand all the details. 

 

Now  that you know how to create a well-received email campaign which will bring your sales

pitch to your target audience, go for it! Use all of the techniques you've read here and you'll

be well on your way to increasing profits and driving traffic to your site again and again.


